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This is a review of most reent results on bifuration and haos in a known predator-prey system

and thus an update of the papers in the referenes. The system of n ompeting predators feeding on

the same prey is of the type

X ′

i
= pi ϕi(S)Xi − di Xi, i = 1, ..., n, (1a)

S′ = H(S)−

n
∑

i=1

qi ϕi(S)Xi, (1b)

where the variable S represents the prey and the variables Xi represent the predators. They are, of

ourse, non-negative. The funtion ϕi is assumed non-dereasing.

We onsider the ase where

H(S) = r S

(

1−
S

K

)

, ϕi(S) =
S

S +Ai

, (2)

and where the parameters r, K and Ai are positive.

The dynamis in the oordinate planes representing one of the predators and the prey is well known

and there is no more than one yle. The system has no equilibrium, where predators oexist (in

non-degenerate ases). But the predators an oexist in a yli and ompliated way. There exists

multiple attrators of yli and di�erent haoti haos inluding "spiral-like" haos. This happens even

in ases, where the populations do not beome unrealisti low. We present new disovered phenomena

and disuss the possible bifurations of these and ontours from where they ould develop.
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